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Abstract
We discuss a method to estimate the confidence bounds for average economic growth, which
is robust to misspecification of the unit root property of a given time series. We derive asymp-
totic theory for the consequences of such misspecification. Our empirical method amounts to an
implementation of the bootstrapping procedure advocated in Romano and Wolf (2001). Simula-
tion evidence supports the theory and it also indicates the practical relevance of the bootstrapping
method. We use quarterly post-war US industrial production for illustration and we show that non-
robust approaches lead to rather different conclusions on average economic growth than our robust
approach.
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1 Introduction
The question of the size of average economic growth, and its associated confidence bounds, seems like
a rather trivial one. Yet, time series econometricians know that the answer is far from straightforward.
Indeed, the answer for the point estimate of average growth hinges upon the time series model employed.
Usually, one tends to choose between a trend-stationary (TS) model and a difference-stationary (DS)
model, and often the numerical value of the average growth estimate differs across the two models.
Additionally, the associated confidence intervals also depend on the chosen model. Those of the TS
model are usually rather narrow, while those of the DS model are rather wide. In this paper we will
examine to what extent these outcomes might be caused by model misspecification.
As the estimate of average economic growth depends on the model, one would be inclined to make
a selection between the models first, and, based on the outcome, to estimate average growth. Such
selection typically depends on the outcome of a test for a unit root. Unfortunately, these tests have
notoriously low power, and hence it is quite likely that one ends up with the DS model, while a TS
model with a close-to-unity root would have been a better option. Furthermore, the pre-testing aspect of
such a procedure tends to complicate the distribution of estimators and associated  -statistics. It seems
therefore of relevance to have a method that is robust to model misspecification. In this paper we put
forward such a method, where the focus is on the confidence bounds of average economic growth.
The analysis is closely related to the work of Canjels and Watson (1997), who consider various
point estimators and confidence interval methods for the trend slope in a model with a near-unit root.
A main difference with their analysis is that we avoid the use of asymptotic critical values, by using
the subsampling method recently put forward by Romano and Wolf (2001). Unlike more conventional
bootstrap procedures, this subsampling method is asymptotically valid in the presence of a near-unit
root, and therefore suitable to obtain robust estimates and confidence intervals for the average economic
growth, where the robustness is with respect to the deviation from the unit root.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the TS and DS models and we
consider the two associated methods for point and interval estimation of the average growth rate. We use
quarterly seasonally adjusted post World War II US total industrial production as the running example
throughout this paper. In Section 3, we provide the asymptotic distribution theory for the effects of
model misspecification on the confidence bounds. We illustrate its implications for the running empirical
example, and we document that the impact of misspecification is quite substantial. In Section 4, we
discuss a subsampling method for computing confidence bounds, adapting the elegant approach put
forward in Romano and Wolf (2001), together with its application to the industrial production data.
Section 5 reports on a simulation experiment which is used to investigate how robust the subsampling
method really is, and how reliable it is in smaller samples. In the last section we conclude and we
mention a few future research topics.
2
2 Representation and estimation
Consider a time series   which can be described by a first order autoregressive model with trend, that
is,

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where

denotes the first-order differencing filter, and $ ffi  % is an & " & " '" ( )* +, fl process. The starting
value  - is observed, and is considered as fixed. Of course, other assumptions would be possible too,
but in this paper we stick to these. The trend-reversion parameter  may be zero, such that   is a
random walk with drift  , or it may lie in the interval  /.0 ) fl , such that   is a trend-stationary AR(1)
process with trend slope  . We opt for this representation as it ensures that the focal parameter is  in
both cases; when   is the natural logarithm of an economic time series 10 , then  represents the mean
growth rate of 10 . In practice the model will typically be extended to include lagged differences to avoid
serial correlation in ffi  . We focus here on the first-order autoregression for clarity, but the subsequent
results can all be extended to higher-order autoregressions.
2.1 Estimators
To emphasize the matter of concern in this paper, we consider the limiting distribution of the Maximum
Likelihood Estimator (MLE) of  and its estimated standard errors in the above two cases concerning
values of  . For that purpose, consider
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The MLEs of  2 30 fl are obtained by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) in (2). As ABC) with
probability zero, the MLE of  is given by A>D8A34;4A , almost surely. We will refer to this as the TS
estimator, but we will evaluate its properties also for the cases where the true DGP is in fact DS, and for
the case where the DGP is TS with a near-unit root. The squared estimated standard error of A (obtained
from the delta method) is then given by
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Note that t -statistic based on
[
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o can easily be inverted to obtain a confidence interval, using quantiles
of the null distribution of U*[
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. From the standard error lm no , we may define a confidence interval as
the set of
k
’s which are not rejected, using the null distribution of U*[k \ k Y u lm no . This requires a non-linear
search for the bounds of the confidence interval. When X is close to y , may expect better finite-sample
size behaviour of
l
m
n
o ; see Boswijk (1993) for evidence on this in a cointegration context. On the other
hand, when X and V are equal to zero,
k
is not identified from \@V4u X , which will often lead to unbounded
confidence intervals. This can be seen from the fact that
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where the right-hand side equals the familiar Dickey-Fuller test statistic. Therefore, when the Dickey-
Fuller test statistic is close to zero, we will not be able to reject any large positive and negative values of
k
, yielding an unbounded confidence interval based on U*[
k
\
k
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l
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o
. In such cases a confidence interval
based on
[
m
n
o might be preferable. Even though it might have a size distortion (leading to undercoverage
of the interval), it is informative at least about the possible values of k . Clearly if X|TBy and this is
known, inference based on the DS model will be optimal, and any inference based on the TS model is
second-best.
The DS analysis follows from imposing XT>y . In that case, model (1) reduces to
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confidence bounds.
2.2 Illustration
To illustrate the consequences of the above results for practical analysis, consider an application to the
quarterly observed post WW-II total industrial production index for the United States. The data have
been seasonally adjusted and cover the range
p  0p

p
to  y y y0  . All subsequent models include 5 lags
to whiten the errors, at least approximately. Suppose we are interested in the annual growth rate of this
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industrial production series. When we consider the TS model for the natural logarithmic transformed
data, we obtain an estimate of this annual growth rate of 0    with a standard error of 0    . Hence,
the conventional  * confidence interval would range from *  * to * *  . If we were to adopt the DS
model, we impose 7| and we obtain an estimate of the annual growth rate of 0    with associated
standard error 0 0  . This implies a considerably wider  * confidence interval, ranging from 0    to
0    . This illustration shows that we not only get different estimates for the annual growth rate across
the TS and DS model, but also that we get rather different confidence bounds. Note that the standard
error for teh DS model is more than twice as large. Indeed, the DS point estimate almost lies outside the
TS confidence interval.
If we would want to formally choose between the two models, we can implement the familiar aug-
mented Dickey-Fuller test. This test statistic here equals /0    , and hence we cannot reject > . In
this case, we would select the DS model and the corresponding point estimate and confidence interval
for the growth rate. The problem with this procedure, however, lies in the notoriously low power of
unit root tests against near-integrated alternatives. This means that in practice there is quite a substan-
tial probability of selecting the wrong model. An additional problem in near-integrated cases is that
the distribution of the TS and DS   -statistics may deviate substantially from the standard normal. In
particular, these distributions tend to be sensitive to the deviation from the unit root. The next section
makes this sensitivity explicit by studying the behaviour of the TS and DS procedures (i) under the unit
root hypothesis, (ii) under fixed (trend-stationary) alternatives, and (iii) under local alternatives. This
analysis will demonstrate the lack of robustness of standard asymptotic inference to even minor model
misspecification. This will motivate the analysis in Section 4, where we robustify the procedures using
the subsampling procedure of Romano and Wolf (2001).
3 Asymptotic theory
In this section we examine the effects of model misspecification for inference on economic growth. We
first take the TS model as the DGP, and then we turn to the DS model. Proofs are relegated to the
Appendix. Finally, we illustrate the theory for our running example series.
3.1 The TS model
We first consider the behaviour of ¡
¢
and its estimated standard errors for a trend-stationary data-
generating process, in which case /£67£	 .
Theorem 1 Let ¤ ¥ be generated by (1) with /=£6£	 . Then
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Therefore, the ¹ -ratio of º
»
is asymptotically standard normal, using either one of the alternative stan-
dard error estimates. Hence, Theorem 1 replicates the well-known result that conventional asymptotic
inference applies in trend-stationary model.
Now we turn to the case where the process is (near-)integrated, that is, ¼ ½L¾C¿ À Á for fixed ¿ ,
including ¿¾ÃÂ (¼z¾ÃÂ ). The results of Theorem 2 for º» can be obtained, directly or indirectly,
from Canjels and Watson (1997) and/or Phillips and Lee (1996), but we provide a proof of these in the
Appendix for convenience. To the best of our knowledge, the result for the two standard errors
º
ÄÅ
Æ and
Ç
Ä
Å
Æ is new.
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Theorem 2 implies that the ¹ -statistic of º
»
has as its limiting null distribution either
Þ
À ö â (if ÇÄÅÆ
is used) or
Þ
À
ö
æ (if
º
Ä
Å
Æ is used), both of which are characterized by a single nuisance parameter ¿ .
The corresponding densities, for various values of ¿ , are depicted in Figures 1 and 2. We observe
that the distributions of the ¹ -statistics in Figure 1 can deviate very strongly from the standard normal
distribution, and that they are very sensitive to the deviation ¿ from the unit root hypothesis. In the
extreme case of a unit root, the ¹ -statistic has a very high dispersion, and the ÷*ø (two-sided) critical
values are in the neighbourhood of ù]ú ç ÷ instead of the conventional ù
ã
. Hence, the conventional 95%
interval would underestimate the true interval. When ÇÄÅÆ is used, critical values are less dependent on ¿ ,
and fluctuate from ùû ( ¿¾|Â ) to ù ã ( ¿@¾ Ðü ). Note that in this case the distribution of the ¹ -statistic
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is bi-modal when ýþ!ß , a property inherited from the distribution of the estimated trend coefficient   ,
see Dickey and Fuller (1981).
Note that Canjels and Watson (1997) also consider the case where   is not fixed, but where the
process starts at zero at time  	
 , for some fixed 	ß . This leads to an additional nuisance parameter
 . The analysis in Theorem 2, and the inference procedures discussed below, could be extended to cover
this case as well.
3.2 The DS model
Consider now the asymptotic behaviour of the estimator 

and standard error  based on the DS model.
The results below for 

follow as a special case from the results in Canjels and Watson (1997).
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2 "! ßfi$ + *  ) .
The fact that the OLS 8 -statistic converges to zero in this case is related to the MA unit root caused by
the DS model. It implies that we may expect serious overcoverage (too wide intervals) of the standard
asymptotic confidence interval 
"<
+ = > ? 


. Note that the asymptotic variance of the normalized 8 -
statistic increases as @2 ß .
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The theorem implies that the 8 -statistic has an asymptotic standard normal distribution only in case
of an exact unit root, that is, when ýþ ß . Since GfiH I  CD! + ) 
DQ+ for ýROß , it follows that again
we may expect standard asymptotic confidence intervals 
@<
+ = > ? 
 to be too wide and hence display
overcoverage when ý	ß .
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3.3 Illustration, continued
To illustrate the consequences for practical analysis of the above results, consider again the US industrial
production index example. Based on the S T UfiS V SDWYX Z Z ZfiV [ sample (\]^X Z Z ), the estimate of the
trend-reversion parameter equals _` ]ffW,Z	V Z a a , which is not significantly different from Z according to
augmented Dickey Fuller statistic of W,X	V X X [ , as mentioned in the previous section. The corresponding
estimate of b is given by _bJ]c\,_` ]dW,e	V e U U . This is not a consistent estimator, in the sense that even
as \dfhg , the estimator _b will vary randomly around b . The asymptotic power of Dickey-Fuller
tests is known to be very small (in particular when a trend is included) against local alternatives b in
the neighbourhood of WU . This implies that assuming and imposing b@]iZ would be about equally
arbitrary as assuming that b]FWU or b]FWefiV e U U , for example. These results, and in particular the
lack of consistency of _b , imply that we cannot construct asymptotically valid confidence intervals based
on Theorems 1–4 which are robust to variations in the true b . This motivates the use of subsampling
methods in the next section.
For the industrial production data, the results for the TS estimator imply that the TS confidence
interval of a	V S Z TJjcS V T eJkfiZ	V X U e is likely to be far too narrow, as one seems to have a near-unit root
case here. Assuming that the true b equals Z would lead to an asymptotic confidence interval of about
afiV S Z TljRmfiV Uk ZfiV X U en]po S V S q T	r UfiV Z X T s , instead of the o X	V e Z mfir afiV efiS X s interval corresponding to b]cWg .
And, if b]cWU , the appropriate confidence interval would become approximately a	V S Z Tlj"[nk ZfiV X U eJ]
o X	V Z q U	r [	V S a a s . The confidence intervals based on the TS model using tuvw will be unbounded for b]YZ ,
W,U or WX Z . As discussed in the previous section, very large positive or negative values of x will have
a y -statistic equal to jlXfiV X X [ (the augmented Dickey-Fuller statistic), which does not lie in the critical
region obtained from the densities in Figure 2. Hence, all these large absolute values of x lie in the
confidence region.
Finally, consider the implications of Theorems 3 and 4 for the DS confidence interval. Since ` is
evidently close to Z , we concentrate on the local-to-unity asymptotics of Theorem 4. When the true
value of b equals Z , then the a	V U X [JjzS V T eJk Z	V e	S Zffi]io X	V a X q	r [	V m X Z s interval obtained in the previous
section is asymptotically valid. However, when b,]zWU , which might be equally likely, then the variance
of the y -statistic equals o S,Wffi{ |} ~ s  S Zn]Z	V S Z Z , which means that a better estimate of the true standard
error of tx would be Z	V e	S Zlk  Z	V S Z Zn]Z	V S T a , leading to a confidence interval of a	V U X [ljRS V T ek Z	V S T an]
o a	V S [ e	r afiV T Z X s which is far more informative. In sum, we see that the asymptotic results, in combination
with the fact that b cannot be estimated consistently, leads to a large set of possible confidence intervals,
which vary substantially in their width and their location.
4 Confidence intervals based on subsampling
In this section we give a brief discussion of the subsampling method proposed by Romano and Wolf
(2001), henceforth RW, when it is applied to our research question. For details and proofs of various
results, we refer to the original paper of RW.
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4.1 The subsampling method
The basic idea is as follows. Consider the TS  -statistic fi
": 

Ł
 (we will not consider 4Ł in the
remainder of this paper, due to its unfortunate properties). The construction of a valid confidence interval
requires knowledge of the (asymptotic) distribution of this  -statistic, but this distribution depends on  .
However, the distribution may be estimated by the empirical distribution function of  -statistics based
on subsamples of length R (the block size).
In general, let 
   
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distribution for all DGPs under consideration. In practice,
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. The results of RW imply that this estimator is in fact consistent under
the following conditions (in addition to some technical conditions discussed in RW):
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degenerate, and should have no mass at zero.
Applying the procedure in practice, one has to make a choice about the block size  . Choosing
 too small may lead to a bad approximation of the actual distribution, because of small sample-type
problems of 

 

 





 


 

. On the other hand, choosing  too close to  will lead to very little
variation in
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
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
 
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, and therefore an underestimation of the true
dispersion of the distribution of 

 

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ffi: 
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
. RW recommend to choose  between  «:¬ ­n ® «:¬ ­ ¯ 
and  «%° ±" F® «%° ± ¯  , where ® «:¬ ­²d³ §
 ´fi
¡ µ and ® «%° ±R²d³ ¶
 ·
µ . The actual choice of  is made by
minimizing the local variation of the interval endpoints as a function of  . That is,  should be chosen
in a “stable region”. The local variation for a choice of  is represented by the so-called volatility index,
which is the sum of the moving standard deviations, over


"¸


"¸
¢¡
   

   4
%¢
¸

, of the
upper and lower bounds of the confidence interval.
In the present model, Theorems 1 and 2 imply that the conditions of RW are satisfied by 

 ^


and

4Ł

 






, where 

 
 ¹ º
, and  ¨


©


 p 4»
¹ º



in case

¶J¦§ , whereas  ¨


©


 
 
 ¹ º

¡

when ¦ Y§ (note that ¨  and ©  are allowed to vary with the nuisance parameter  , but   is
not). Hence asymptotically valid confidence intervals may be obtained by inverting the  -statistic using
quantiles from the empirical distribution of the subsample  -statistics. RW distinguish between equal-
tailed and symmetric confidence intervals. The former is given by fi
J¼ ½ ¾ ¿ À Á


Ł



J¼ ½ ¾ ½
º
Á


Ł


, whereas
the latter is given by 
Â@¼ Ã
½ ¾ ¿ Á

4Ł
 , where
¼ Ä
and
¼ Ã
Ä
are the Å th quantiles of the subsampling distributions
of the  -statistic and its absolute value, respectively. Based on previous experience, RW recommend the
symmetric intervals.
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It should be emphasized that the consistency result of the subsampling procedure is pointwise, for
fixed Æ¦Ç"È ÉÊfiË Ì Í . It cannot be generalized to uniform consistency, which is easily seen as follows. The
local-to-unity sequence ÆfiÎffiÏdÐ Ñ Ò corresponds to a sequence ÆÓÔ ÏpÆfiÎ ÕnÏffÐ Ñ Ò Ô ÏffÐ ÓÔ Ñ Ö , where Ò Ô is
the minimal sample size corresponding to a block size Ö . Hence, it is the “inverse” of the sequence Ö Î
of block sizes. Now since Ö Î/Ñ Ò×ØÌ as Ò×ØÙ , it follows that Ö Ñ Ò Ô ×ØÌ as Ön×ªÙ , which implies
that Ð ÓÔ ÏzÖ Ð Ñ Ò Ô ×QÌ . Therefore, under the local-to-unity assumption ÆfiÎDÏzÐ Ñ Ò , the distribution of the
subsample Ú -statistics will converge to the limiting distribution given in Theorem 2 with ÐÏÌ .
RW show that the subsampling procedure is also able to cope with some mild residual autocorrela-
tion caused by dynamic misspecification. One occasion where such a misspecification occurs is when
the unit root is imposed, whereas in reality ÆRÛzÌ ., This implies that the disturbance Ü Ý,ÏzÞnß Ý4Éffià in
(9) follows an ARMA(1,1) process with an AR root of á%â"Æ , and an MA unit root. This might suggest
that the same subsampling procedure could also be applied to the estimator ãà and its standard error äåæ .
However, the different convergence rate of the Ú -statistics in Theorem 3, caused by the MA unit root,
implies that the subsampling procedure will not be consistent in this case. To see this, take ç Î as any
sequence, and define èé ÎJÏç Î	äåæ , so that ç ÎÈ ãà@É¦à:ê Ñèé Î equals the Ú -statistic. The results of RW require
this Ú -statistic to have a (non-degenerate) limiting distribution for all parameter values, but Theorem 3
implies that when ÆRÛYÌ , the Ú -statistic converges to zero. To avoid this one could redefine èé Î and ç Î ,
but that would lead to divergence of the Ú -statistic under Æ"ÏpÌ . Essentially we find that the choice of
ç Î requires knowledge of the nuisance parameter Æ , which demonstrates the lack of robustness of the
procedure. A possible solution is to replace äåæ by an estimate of the long-run variance of Þnß Ý , but we
do not consider this possibility explicitly in the present paper.
Note that Theorem 4, in combination with the result indicated earlier that Æ Ô ÏcÐ Ô Ñ Ö with Ð Ô ×ØÌ ,
suggests that the subsampling procedure might work for local alternatives to the unit root. In fact, the
distribution of the Ú -statistic in Theorem 4 when Ð approaches Ì is the standard normal. Although we do
not provide a formal analysis of this, we consider this as a sufficient motivation to study the effectiveness
of the subsampling procedure applied to the DS model. Furthermore, we use this method in what follows
to see how severe the asymptotic problems in practice really are.
4.2 Illustration, continued
Application of the subsampling procedure to the US production growth data is considered in Figures 3
and 4, which depict the equal-tailed and symmetric confidence intervals as a function of ÖnÇYë ìfiÌfiË á Ì Ì Í
(recall that Ò¦ÏÊ Ì Ì ), together with the associated volatility index ( íJÏî ), for the TS and DS models.
Consider first the TS confidence intervals in Figure 3. Both the equal-tailed and the symmetric
intervals seem to be fairly stable over different values of Ö , although the upper bound of the equal-tailed
interval seems to decline somewhat with Ö . Minimizing the volatility index leads to an equal tailed
ï ðfiñ
confidence interval of È á ò î Ê ófiË î	ò
ï ï
ófiê , and a symmetric interval of È á ò î ì î	Ë ì	ò ó ô õ ê . It is clear that
both intervals are substantially wider than the TS interval based on stationary asymptotics presented in
Section 2. In fact, the symmetric interval is fairly close to the TS interval based on ÐDÏdÌ derived in
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Section 3.
In comparison with the TS intervals, the DS confidence intervals in Figure 4 display much more
variation with the block size ö . The width of both the equal-tailed and the symmetric interval seems
to decrease with increasing ö , without clearly stabilizing at some level. This is to be expected when
the true trend-reversion parameter ÷ is less than zero. In that case the subsampling distribution of the
ø
-statistic converges to a point mass at zero as ö increases, so a decreasing width of the subsampling
confidence interval is predicted by theory. The intervals corresponding to the minimal volatility index
are ù ú	û ü ý þ	ß þfiû    ý (equal-tailed) and ù ú	û ü ý 	ß ý	û ú  ý (symmetric), but the figures indicate that this corre-
sponds to ö   , which suggests that this result might be sensitive to our choice of the upper bound
for the block size, ö 	
    .
The symmetric interval is comparable to the DS intervals obtained in Section 3 based on local
asymptotics, with  somewhere between  and  . In any case, the DS intervals are narrower than
their TS counterparts, and are in particular (supposedly) more informative about the lower bound for
the growth rate. In the next section we use a Monte Carlo experiment to investigate how reliable these
conclusions from the subsampling method are.
5 Simulation evidence
In this section we conduct a small Monte Carlo experiment to investigate the finite sample performance
of the subsampling procedure applied to the mean growth rate in the TS and DS model. In the previous
section we have seen that the subsampling procedure cannot be expected to be asymptotically valid in
the DS model, when the unit root hypothesis is violated. Hence, we will also investigate how serious
these asymptotic problems are in practice.
As the data-generating process, we take the model (1) with  , ff , ÷ fi fl ffi ,
with ffi !  fiß   	ß ú  fiß ý " and #! 	ß 	ß  fiß ú " . Note that these parameter combinations
allow us, to some degree, to investigate the properties for fixed alternatives ÷%$& , e.g. by comparing
ù  ß ffi'cù (fiß    , ù  	ß     and ù ú 	ß ú    , which all correspond to the same ÷)	û  but different
sample sizes.
For each sample, we obtain the TS and DS estimates ù*%ß
*
+',
-
 and ù .%ß +0/-  , and from those, four
different confidence intervals:
1 the “asymptotic” confidence intervals *324 û   5
*
+',
- and .326 û   5 +0/- ;
1 the subsampling confidence interval with ö7dö 	98 :;fiû <  ffi'= >  (except for ffi?  , where we
take ö  );
1 the subsampling confidence interval with öö 	
 þ ffi9= >  ;
1 the subsampling confidence interval with an optimal ö; @ ö 	98 :fiß ö 	
  A , chosen to minimize the
volatility index ( B7ú ).
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In the Tables below, we report the average (over C D D D replications) coverage rate and width of
the various confidence intervals. The nominal coverage rate is E FG in all cases, so a coverage rate
substantially less than DH E F corresponds to too large type I error probabilities. The average width, on the
other hand, indicates how informative the confidence intervals are, and hence is related to the power of
the procedures.
Table 1 reports the coverage rates of the various implementations of the confidence intervals. From
the third column, we see that the asymptotic TS confidence interval always leads to an undercoverage
(overrejection). The subsampling procedure (with optimal block size) does provide a correction for the
TS-based confidence interval, but this correction is only fully effective when IKJ?D . For the DS-based
procedures in the right-hand panel of Table 1, we note that when ILJ&D , we always obtain a coverage
rate of 100 per cent, indicating confidence intervals that are wider than necessary. When I3MND , the
asymptotic DS confidence intervals are clearly valid, but the subsampling procedure with optimal block
size seems to lead to some undercoverage, even for large sample sizes.
The average widths of the confidence intervals in Table 2 indicate that the TS confidence intervals
are only reasonably informative when IJOF (and PQC D D when IM&OF ). When I(M?D , the fact that
R
is not identified from the TS model leads to extremely large confidence intervals, despite the fact that
they still lead to an undercoverage as is clear from Table 1.
The DS procedure (in the right-hand panel of Table 2) seems to have much more stable confidence
intervals, which do not vary much with I , but clearly become narrower as P increases. For IMOC D the
DS and TS have a comparable interval widths, and only when IKMNOS D there is a clear superiority of
the TS procedure.
In summary, this Monte Carlo experiment has shown that the subsampling procedure is only very
partly effective when applied to the TS model, so that the desired robustness of the procedure is not
fully obtained. For a proper coverage rate, the sample size should be large enough and I should be
less than zero. The DS-based subsampling procedure on the other hand seems to perform much more
stable. Although there is a consistent overcoverage when I(J4D , the width of the confidence intervals is
fairly stable across different values of I , and the DS procedure is inferior to the TS procedure only for
substantial deviations from the unit root ( I(M?O(S D ).In that case, the Dickey-Fuller test should be able to
indicate that the unit root gets rejected.
The above simulation results lead us to recommend the following procedure in practice. For a given
time series, one can use the Dickey-Fuller test (or one of its variants). When there is substantial evidence
that the TS model is appropriate (say, at the 1% level), one can rely on this model. Otherwise, use the
DS model. In both situations, however, we recommend to use the subsampling method for confidence
intervals, in order to robustify the results to possible model misspecification. Returning to our running
example, we would conclude the following. There is no convincing evidence for the TS model, so we
continue with the DS model. For subsampling in our case, we have that T U9V W is (approximately) 11
and T UX Y is about 42. This latter value also turns out to be equal to T Z [ \ , as it has the lowest volatility
index value. The associated symmetric 95% confidence interval for average growth (in US industrial
production) then ranges from 1.526 to 5.522, which suggests substantial uncertainty about its value.
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6 Concluding remarks
In this paper we have addressed the problem of drawing inference on the mean growth rate of a time
series when the largest autoregressive root may be close to but is not necessarily equal to unity. We
have demonstrated that asymptotic theory does not provide a solution to this problem, because the non-
centrality parameter ] , measuring the deviation from the unit root, cannot be estimated consistently.
However, the subsampling procedure of Romano and Wolf (2001) should provide a solution to this
problem, at least asymptotically. In a small Monte Carlo experiment it appeared that this method is not
fully effective in the trend-stationary model when either the sample size or the deviation from the unit
root is small. The same procedure applied to the difference-stationary model seems to be much more
promising.
We conclude that the subsampling procedure may be a promising way to deal with the unknown
deviation from the unit root. However, further improvements might be possible. One such improvement
would be to use the DS estimator, but standardized by the square root of the long-run variance instead
of the usual OLS standard error. Another option might be to use estimators that exploit assumptions
about the starting value of the process, and thus might effectively combine information from the DS and
TS estimator. We intend to study these extensions in future research.
Further extensions are also possible in a multivariate context. In particular, we may apply the present
approach to the question whether, in a panel context, different cross-sectional units (such as countries)
have the same growth rate. One might expect that by extending the sample size in the cross-sectional
direction, smaller time intervals are sufficient to obtain valid inference using the subsampling procedure.
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Proof of Theorem 2. The results use the following functional central limit theorems:
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let üý9þ4ß ý    
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Figure 1. Distribution of the Y -statistic using Z[\] .
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Figure 2. Distribution of the Y -statistic using ^[ \] .
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Figure 3. Confidence bounds for _ in the trend-stationary model.
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Figure 4. Confidence bounds for _ in the difference-stationary model.
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Table 1. Coverage rates (%) of TS and DS confidence intervals.
`ba TS asy TS min TS max TS opt DS asy DS min DS max DS opt
ced c d f g h i d i i h f h j i h g j
k c c d i h l g c g l h d h d g c g l
j c c d d h m g d g d h f h f g d g g
m c c d d h m g g g h h f h f g h hk
n
dod c i m hi g g g g k c cpk c c h h k c c
k c c i d h h h c h j k c cpk c c h h k c c
j c c i mqk c c h d h f k c cpk c c k c crk c c
m c c i dsk c c hi h i k c cpk c c k c crk c c
n
k ctd c g l h g h c h j k c cpk c c k c crk c c
k c c g jsk c c h j h l k c cpk c c k c crk c c
j c c g csk c c h f h i k c cpk c c k c crk c c
m c c g jsk c c h g h g k c cpk c c k c crk c c
n
j ctd c h c h h h j h l k c cpk c c k c crk c c
k c c g hsk c c h l h m k c cpk c c k c crk c c
j c c g iuk c c hi h i k c cpk c c k c crk c c
m c c g gsk c c h g h h k c cpk c c k c crk c c
Table 2. Average width of TS and DS confidence intervals.
`ba TS asy TS min TS max TS opt DS asy DS min DS max DS opt
ced c k v f g gwh hfiv f gxk k hv h ltk c mv lfik cv d d mycfiv di gzcfiv li c{cv mfik d
k c c cv i c m|k iv ji}k gv f f~k gfiv h l cv l h lcfiv mj mcfiv j f i~cv l c j
j c c cv j i lk v d h l{jfiv l c h~k v g di cv j i gcfiv l c lzcfiv jfik l{cv j l l
m c c cv mfik kmfiv h c dk jv hki v d h f cv k h fcfiv jfik kcfiv k f f{cv k i d
n
dod c cv j j jwcv h di~cfiv d g fycv f c f cv d i lcfiv d j jzcfiv l j j{cv l d d
k c c cv jk gk v i d f{jfiv i m l~k v hk m cv l hi|cfiv l h jzcfiv j l c{cv j f l
j c c cv k cixcv mfik g{cfiv li k|cv l mk cv j g ccfiv j h jzcfiv k g d{cv j c d
m c c cv c gfikcv l l g{cfiv l l gycv l c h cv k hi|cfiv j c dzcfiv k mi~cv k d h
n
k ctd c cv k mlwcv mi h{cfiv j f gycv j g l cv d g hcfiv md lzcfiv ji f{cv l c c
k c c cv c h hwcv l mkcfiv j c icv j j j cv m c dcfiv l f mcfiv k h j{cv j j l
j c c cv c f fwcv j mc{cfiv k i cycv k ik cv j g jcfiv ji fzcfiv k d i~cv k i g
m c c cv c mgwcv k gfikcfiv k m mcv k mj cv k h gcfiv k h iecfiv k j f{cv k mk
n
j ctd c cv c g dwcv jk c{cfiv k j lycv k ji cv f j mycfiv l f mcfiv j l j{cv j mg
k c c cv c d gwcv k f g{cfiv c h jycv k c j cv mfik fcfiv l c gzcfiv k dkcv k i d
j c c cv c mcwcv k lfikcfiv c gk|cv c g m cv j g fcfiv j m gzcfiv k j j{cv k mk
m c c cv c j gwcv c h g{cfiv c f fycv c f g cv k h hcfiv k g jzcfiv c h h{cv k k d
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